Access to International Conference Center of Waseda University in Tokyo, Japan

From Narita Airport
1. Narita Airport → Nippori sta. → Takadanobaba sta.
   (Kisei Skyliner) (JR Yamanote line)
   40min 15min

2. Narita Airport → Shinjuku sta. → Takadanobaba sta.
   (Limousine bus) (JR Yamanote line)
   85min 5min

From Haneda Airport
1. Haneda Airport → Hamamatsucho sta. → Takadanobaba sta.
   (Tokyo Monorail) (JR Yamanote line)
   15min 30min

2. Haneda Airport → Shinagawa sta. → Takadanobaba sta.
   (Keikyu Airport line Express) (JR Yamanote line)
   25min 25min

From Tokyo Station
1. Tokyo sta. → Takadanobaba sta.
   (JR Yamanote line)
   30min

   (Walk) (Tokyo Metro Tozai line)
   7min 10min
Access to the Venue (International Conference Center of Waseda University)

1. From Takadanobaba Station (JR Yamanote line): About 15 minutes walk
2. From Waseda Station (Tokyo Metro): About 10 minutes walk

From Takadanobaba station to Waseda station

1. Takadanobaba sta. 3min Waseda sta.
   (Tokyo Metro Tozai line)

Venue

International Conference Center of Waseda University
International Conference Center
indicated by 18 in the campus map of Waseda University